Multi-Tools Test
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The Bevel Cutter
Resident craftsman Stephen Prescott has made a
special jig for cutting wide bevels on the underside
of curved tabletops and work surfaces

I

n the making of a tabletop recently I
couldn’t find a bevel cutter the right
angle or the width I needed, so I
made a bevel jig from MDF. The jig
enables you to use a Wealden 6-Wing
Surface Trimmer to cut the bevel 1.5mm
(one turn of the T11 router plunge
screw) at a time. The two dowels bear
on the edge of the workpiece. By using
those dowels, when I inevitably wobble a
bit the cutter swings away from the
work. The disadvantage of this
arrangement for the table is that the
elliptical top has a constantly changing
radius, but the difference this makes to
the size of the bevel at any point under
the tabletop is not obvious.
With careful adjustment a bevel wider
than the surface trim cutter can be
made. With my jig this would mean I
needed to unscrew the angled mounting
plate from the lower part of the jig and
re-position it. If an adjustable mount

Options Fein’s sanding accessories are far
and away the best, with the round random
orbit pad (left) and a wealth of sanding
profiles that fit into a bulldog clip holder to
take cloth abrasive

well as the standard Delta type
pad and a felt pad for polishing.
The Bosch has both hard and
soft sanding pads, and the
largest range of blades of all
three tools on test.
The two cordless tools are
similar in weight (792g for the
Bosch and 887g for the CEL),
which is almost half that of the
Fein (1400g). They both have
similar variable speeds, and
make about the same amount
of noise (88dB for the CEL and
86dB for the Bosch by our
reading). They vibrate about the
same as each other, tested very
roughly with a dial gauge just
to see how much the arm
wobbles. With its extra weight
the CEL feels a bit more
substantial, and has a very slow
start-up, which you’re likely to
either love or hate. The Bosch
feels a bit tinnier, but the rubber
housing around the head is
comfortable to hold and
deadens a lot of the vibration.
That said the Bosch is a bit
fatter than the CEL, and you
wouldn’t know that it is lighter,
in fact the Multi2PRO feels the
more compact tool. If you put
them on the bench and pick
them up frequently, you’ll soon
find yourself reaching for the
CEL first because it fits just that
little bit better in the hand.
Persuading a pro carpenter or
fitter to use anything other than
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a Fein will always be a
challenge. They are notoriously
brand loyal. Being able to
change functions so quickly
with its brilliant (if quite hard)
top-mounted lever clamp makes
it so much more versatile. And
in a strange way, tradespeople
working on site are more used
to cables winding around the
place than workshop-based
woodworkers.
The extraction for sanding
operations will be popular when
working in habitated houses,
and as we reported not so long
ago the Fein now has a large
round random orbit pad which
is very impressive and gives
great results. The Fein also has a
clever bulldog clip style range of
formers for cloth abrasives to
match mouldings on windows,
doors, architraves and skirtings.
The CEL Accessory Pack
(which costs £35) has extensive
extra blades and abrasive. The
box isn’t that impressive, but the
contents make this a versatile

tool for relatively low cost. The
Bosch is more blade orientated
than for sanding operations.

Final Verdict

It’s simple really. If you’re
expecting to use a multi-tool all
the time for all functions, you’ll
probably want the Fein, as
much for the accessories and
speed of change as the build
quality, but we’d be very
tempted by the CEL as a spare
for its compactness and breadth.
It’s good value, and though the
Bosch is excellent it feels a
fraction larger than the CEL. In
a straight race between the CEL
and Bosch for a workshop
multi-tool you will use elsewhere
a bit, we’d take the Multi2PRO.
The playing field isn’t level
though, because if you already
own Bosch’s GSR10.8v-2-Li
cordless drill (and everyone
should) you’ll want to buy their
multi-tool too so that you can
save on cost and share the
batteries and charger.

was made using the fence mounting
rails for the router this re-adjustment
would be quicker. Similarly the bevel
angle could be made to be variable. I
made mine fixed at 23° as it was very
quick to make from MDF, and the
number of times I’ll use it will probably
not justify the extra work involved in
making an adjustable version.

Details The Wealden Tool Company
Surface Trim cutter is part no. T6150. It is
52mm diameter, with six wings. You need
a 1/2in collet, but with 70mm of shank
there’s plenty of plunge. It costs £32.25
from wealdentool.com or 0800 328 4183.

Surface Wealden’s Surface Trim cutter has six
wings with tungsten tips, and is ideal for
skimming a wide bevel. The jig is simple to
make from MDF, at about 23°, with the two
dowels guiding it around a curved edge.
Obviously you could make it adjustable if you
wanted to use it for other jobs
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